Term of Use
Term, Conditions & Introduction - Privacy, Policy & Security - Cookies

Term, Conditions & Introduction
1. Mayday-Mayday is online service provider, providing online services to you,
when you sign in to www.mayday-maydaycom to make the registration in order to create
your own account and to create the advertising(s).
2. Mayday-Mayday provides actual advertisings, like Last Minute & Accommodation,
House, Property, Real-Estate & Other, Job & Careers, Your PR, Http : // www and etc.
3. Our Services are provided in English language, later German and more languages.
All languages will used separately and working independent to each other.
4. Our Customers (users) are from whole world.
5. The customer (user) of Mayday-Mayday buys & pays to creates his/her own account to
make own registration and advertising for purpose to sell own goods.
6. The customer (user) of Mayday-Mayday also buys & pays our online services
- to take contact with advertiser
- to get contacts data
- to make advertising(s)
- to open gallery photos
- to send copy application
- to use apply application
- to use favourites application
- to use print application
7. Advertisers or Contact Persons are Employers, Employees, Agencies, Companies,
HR, Privates, Owners, other, etc.
8. Advertiser can be different from Contact Person.
9. With the registration of advertising you give us access
- to all your data, information and sensitive data (credit card nr. , identification nr.)
10. With the registration of advertising you agree
- to be bound by Terms of Use (Term & Conditions - Privacy, Policy & Security - Cookies).
- to the collection of all your personal & sensitive data (credit card nr., identification nr.)
for use and make your advertisings available.

11. We collect, use and discloses personal information, sensitive data, identifications data
about you for the purpose of operating and providing the services known (only) to the
advertisers of the www.mayday-mayday.com

12. For purposes of operating the Mayday-Mayday services are necessary all these data:
- Registration data
- Sign in data
- Advertising data
- Contacts data (name, e-mail address, identifications data)
- Price Selection data
- Payment data to use all our service applications (see 6.)

Our Rules
- you must be a "natural person" (any robot, program, software, etc.).
- you have to be min.16 years
- to create your account you have to verify it by your email address
- to get apply applications form you need E-mail address
- to get all our service applications (see 6.) you need Visa Card or PayPal account to pay
- to get all our service applications (see 6.) is necessary to choose payment details
- the duration of your advertising depends on your decision to delete it or not

Privacy, Policy & Security
1. To create your profile, you need to provide some personal data + contacts data
and sensitive data.
2. Mayday-Mayday online Provider is bound by the Privacy Law and respects each
individual’s right to personal privacy.
3. Share
Adverting to share (by/to third parties) help to find, what you search (clients, goods)
Share application is kind service function, that Mayday-Mayday provide to.
4. Send
Copy of advertising to send to third parties help to find, what you search (clients, goods),
or it can be your interesting in actual good.
We are responsible for this realisation of sending your advertising, but not for the sending
text content (text message).
5. Generally, we use your data only to an extent that is necessary to provide our services
between advertiser (client) & advertiser (candidate).
6. The goal of our security policy is to inform you of the kind of information we receive
from you and for what purpose we use it.
7. All data, informations, personal data and sensitive data (credit card nr., , identification nr.)
you entrust to us:
- is safe with us, we do not sold, trade, use to share unauthorized
- we encrypt that information using secure socket layer technology (SSL)
- we use an encryption methods, implemented technology, security policies,
rule and other measures (against unwanted access).
8. We process your data for the time of your existence and activity by Mayday-Mayday.com

The Responsibility
We are responsible:
- to respect each individual’s right to personal privacy
- to use all methods to protect your data
- to provide advertising’s data between advertisers
- to provide all our service application’s functions (see 6.) after getting payment
We are not responsible:
- for advertising’s content
- for sharing of advertising’s content
- for sending copy of advertising’s content
- for taking a contact with advertisers
- for the meeting with advertisers
- for keeping your personal information to secure in front advertisers
- to make sure your personal details are correct by info-mix-service
You are responsible:
- for advertising’s content
- for sharing of advertising’s content
- for sending copy of advertising’s content
- for taking a contact with advertisers
- for the meeting with advertisers
- for keeping your personal information to secure in front advertisers
- to make sure your personal details are correct by info-mix-service

To take note of
Despite we encrypt informations, we use mechanisms, encryption methods,
implemented technology and and and to protect the security and integrity of your
personal information, unfortunately, no data transmission over the internet can be
guaranteed as completely secure.

If you do not agree with this Term of Use, please do not use this side !!!

Cookies
- Cookies are small files / pieces of software information stored by browsers (e.g., Mozilla,
Internet Explorer) on the user's computer hard disk
- They make it possible to store specific device-related information on users' access
devices (PCs, smart-phones, etc.)
- Cookies are completely anonymous and do not contain personal data
- Mayday-Mayday can use cookies In order to constantly improve the web presence

for users
- Mayday-Mayday will never spyware or similar devices install to used to access data
and information stored on the computer.
- Users can influence the use of cookies.
Most browsers have an option to restrict or completely prevent the storage of cookies.
- Websites mainly use cookies to:
- to identify users
- to remember users' custom preferences
- to help users complete tasks without having to re-enter information when browsing from
one page to another or when visiting the site later.
- More Info about cookies you can find:
- http://ec.europa.eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/index_en.htm
- https://www.cookielaw.org/the-cookie-law/
- https://www.usa.gov/optout-instructions

